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KC Hydro
5096 Cocoa Palm Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628

October 26, 2009
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 – 1st Street, NE, Mail Code PJ-12.3
Washington, DC 20426

filed electronically

Ref: Kilarc-Cow Creek Hydroelectric Project, FERC No. 606-027
Application for Surrender of License by Licensee Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Re: Input and Request to Include Alternatives Description in Revised Scoping Document
Dear Ms. Bose:
In anticipation of the written transcript of last week’s public scoping, provided herewith is a
summary of the discussion and conclusion I presented orally (and perhaps with less clarity) at
the end of the Thursday meeting, and concise text for incorporation into the revised scoping
document. Davis Hydro and the entire community involved with this project remain hopeful
that the Environmental Assessment scheduled to be released at the end of January 2010 will
serve as an adequate document to move the license surrender process forward and provide an
opportunity for action that does not destroy a valuable asset but can be used to promote
within the greater Cow Creek watershed the recovery of anadromous steelhead and salmon
listed under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA).
The absence of key representatives from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), or any other federal resources agency,
during the agency scoping meeting, reflects the challenge faced by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) of developing a sound foundation for decision-making
without personnel and financial resources to conduct studies. The Salmon and Steelhead
Recovery Plan Workshops sponsored by NMFS and held in Chico and Sacramento last week
(and attended in Sacramento by Davis Hydro) revealed that there is no identified plan that
can be implemented with the personnel and financial resources presently allocated.
At the P-606 license surrender scoping meeting, there was considerable discussion about the
purpose of the No-Action Alternative. What perhaps was not clear is that the No-Action
Alternative is in fact the default Alternative UNTIL the FERC issues its Order accepting
PG&E’s license surrender that will include an implementation plan that incorporates required
conditions, including the mandatory conditions of other federal agencies and compliance with
the requirements of other laws and regulations that provide authority to state as well as
federal agencies to impose further obligations (e.g. the California State Water Resources
Control Board under Section 401 of the federal Clean Water Act, and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers under Section 404).
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While the signatories to the March 2005 Agreement with Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) continue to assert that they support PG&E’s proposed plan contained in the License
Surrender Application (LSA) to dismantle the project facilities, they have not demonstrated
that the status quo (No-Action Alternative) causes any significant, unmitigated adverse
effects on anadromous fish listed under the ESA. The agencies have failed to demonstrate
that existing fish populations depend for their survival on cessation of the existing diversions
and removal of project facilities. There is no historical evidence available to argue that
populations of these fish occupied the channel reaches from which flows are presently
diverted, before the project altered any assumed habitat therein. To use ESA terminology,
the No-Action Alternative (continued operation) results in no “take” of the listed species and
therefore ANY alternative that offers a superior environment for recovery of the species
would be considered under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to offer a
BENEFICIAL effect in this resource area.
PG&E’s proposed plan is presumed to offer a beneficial effect to specific ESA-listed
anadromous species. However, as demonstrated by community input throughout the LSA
development process, the Proposed Project Alternative would also result in SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE EFFECTS WITH NO FEASIBLE MITIGATION in the following resource areas
identified in the Scoping Document:
 Cumulative effects on water quality and fisheries, both due to direct effects on
temperature, and indirect effects of demolition/construction (including multiplier
effects) and replacement of electricity generation with fossil fuels on air emissions
(greenhouse gases and acid rain that in turn impact water quality and fisheries),
 Recreational Resources,
 Water Resources (as these relate to consumptive water uses and fire protection, rather
than fisheries), and
 Land Use, Aesthetics and Socioeconomics.
Thus, PG&E’s proposed plan CANNOT be incorporated into the FERC Order Accepting
License Surrender without concluding an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), because
there can be no Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for this alternative. We assert that
rather than continuing with No Action, while going through the motions to conclude an EIS
without funding and personnel resources to determine the preferred measures to implement
for recovery of ESA-listed species, it is preferable to conclude the NEPA and License
Surrender as soon as possible and to proceed with implementation of studies and actions
toward that goal, that can be funded. The key point here is that there are clearly new
alternatives presented to the FERC by two parties that are prepared to implement them, that
have significant fish enhancement elements while addressing all significant impacts.
While there may be several alternatives, funding toward long-term anadromous fisheries
enhancement can be made available for immediate action. Under a delayed- or non5096 Cocoa Palm Way
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demolition alternative, initially PG&E may be required to commit funds or post a bond for
which responsibility may be assumed by another party in the future, to guarantee the eventual
removal of project facilities. The License Surrender could thus be accepted without
immediate dismantling or cessation of operations for a sufficient period of time to transition
to another responsible party. Plans to operate the facilities under one or several new licenses
subsequently could be considered and would incorporate measures to ensure the continued
habitat enhancement and contribution to recovery of ESA-listed species. NMFS would no
longer have jurisdiction upon license surrender, absent any evidence of potential “take” of the
species. However, NMFS influence upon the future of the Cow Creek Watershed can be
restored with mandatory conditions imposed on the granting of any new economically viable
hydropower license.
In informal conversation this past week, it was understood that the resource agencies would
not be providing input to the FERC’s NEPA process except to comment on detailed
descriptions of the alternatives identified by the FERC for analysis and comparison with the
plan proposed by PG&E in its LSA. For this reason, Davis Hydro respectfully requests that
the FERC’s revised Scoping Document include a description of alternative(s) that would be
derived from the proposals submitted during PG&E’s LSA development process and in
comments on the LSA, to facilitate input from NFMS and the other resources agencies.1
The following paragraph could be inserted below the first paragraph in section “3.2
Alternatives to the Licensee’s Proposal” of the current Scoping Document (FERC Accession
No. 20090916-3009):
Under the delayed- or non-demolition alternative, some or all of the P-606 Project Facilities
would be left in place, subject to a plan to ensure that remaining structures would continue to
be maintained in a manner that would not create a safety or environmental hazard. This
alternative could include:
a) PG&E being responsible for guaranteeing the eventual removal of facilities, through
a bond or its own internal funding, until such time as another approved party would
accept such responsibility. It is anticipated that any party obtaining a future
hydropower license to operate the facilities would accept such responsibility as a
condition of its license.

1

A comparison that has already been completed of the Davis Hydro alternative to the No-Action,
Proposed, and Tetrick alternatives is provided on pages 19-23 of the Davis Hydro Scoping Filing (FERC
Accession No. 20091016-5091); a corrected version of that filing is being e-filed concurrently and the
referenced pages are attached hereto for ease of reference.
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b) Continued diversion of such quantities of water as already adjudicated for
i)
consumptive purposes and
ii)
hydropower generation that would be regulated again by the FERC
(potentially under separate entitlements for the facilities in each
subwatershed) to provide funding for both the maintenance of generation
and distribution facilities and whatever fisheries enhancement measures
may be deemed appropriate.
The FERC’s analysis would include review of detailed plans and comments on those plans
that are submitted to provide a sufficient level of detail for adopting a license surrender plan
alternative that would avoid significant unmitigated impacts (and thus qualify for a FONSI)
while supporting to the maximum extent feasible ESA-listed species recovery efforts.
The Resource Agencies are specifically requested to comment on:
 plans proposed by Davis Hydro for the Kilarc facilities-Old Cow Creek area,
 concepts initially proposed by Davis Hydro and expanded in the Tetrick alternative
for the South Cow, and
 any other studies and fish resource enhancement opportunities they may identify that
could be funded by the specified surplus under the Davis Hydro Alternative.
Sincerely,

Kelly W. Sackheim, Principal
KC Hydro, a partnership of Davis Hydro LLC and Sackheim Consulting
Attachment
Cc: FERC P-606 Service List
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Attachment

[text above referenced excerpt has been omitted here]

[excerpt]
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have on this day served the foregoing document by first
class mail postage prepaid or email upon each person designated on the official
service list compiled by the Secretary of the Commission in this proceeding.
Dated at Fair Oaks, CA this 26th day of October 2009.

Kelly W. Sackheim, Principal
Sackheim Consulting, a member of
Davis Hydro LLC
5096 Cocoa Palm Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
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